
Movian - Bug #2477
Sorting in CIFS shares is broken (regression)
01/09/2015 11:05 PM - Swiss Chris

Status: Fixed Start date: 01/09/2015
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 100%
Category: Filesystem Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 4.10
Found in version: 4.9.58 Platform: PS3
Description

i just updated to latest bleeding edge and now the sorting does not work properly anymore. sorting by newest date does not show the
newest files and folders at the top - also leaving and reentering even changes the sorting!

im using cifs share.

also have noticed, that even with archive scanning disabled, it does somehow try to display the archive content - this might be related.

History
#1 - 01/10/2015 07:58 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Subject changed from sorting broken to Sorting in CIFS shares is broken (regression)
- Target version set to 4.10

#2 - 01/10/2015 09:12 PM - Andreas Smas

Hum. I can't reproduce this. Can anyone else reproduce it. lprot?

#3 - 01/11/2015 11:28 PM - Leonid Protasov

Swiss Chris wrote:

i just updated to latest bleeding edge and now the sorting does not work properly anymore. sorting by newest date does not show the newest files
and folders at the top - also leaving and reentering even changes the sorting!

im using cifs share.

also have noticed, that even with archive scanning disabled, it does somehow try to display the archive content - this might be related.

Could we see the log?

#4 - 01/13/2015 12:43 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Status changed from New to Need feedback

#5 - 01/17/2015 05:55 PM - Ema Nymton

Cannot reproduce in 4.9.87. Feature working as expected.
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#6 - 01/17/2015 07:13 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Status changed from Need feedback to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

#7 - 01/21/2015 08:20 PM - Swiss Chris

yep... can not reproduce it after updating to newest bleeding. thanks!!
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